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Mentions of Trump from Russian 
Media Outlets 

Potential Reach MentionsEngagement



Influencers from Russian Media 
Outlets 

There was an increase in 
all metrics when looking at 
influencers from Russian 

Media Outlets compared to 
the previous 30 days.



Top Influencers in Europe



Top Influencers in Russia



Sputnik

Sputnik is a Russian state-owned news 
agency, news website platform and 

radio broadcast service.

Sputnik is responsible for 3 out of 10 of 
the top influencers in Russia when look 

at number of posts.



RT News

RT (formerly Russia Today) is a Russian 
government-funded international 

television network.

RT is the most influential site and has 
the highest reach of all Russia Media 

Outlets.  



Top Themes with Sentiment



Sentiment Surrounding Russian Media 
Outlets 

The number of mentions increased by 
24% and the net sentiment increased 
by 10%. However, the net sentiment 

is still -52%.



Top engaged Negative Post

This is a post made by the 
arabic version of RT.com. The 
most engagement came from 

Alexa pageviews.



Overall Insights
○ In Europe, Russian media outlets have 2 of the top 6 spots when looking at total reach. 

One influencer having the 2nd highest reach.

○ Also, Russian media outlets are responsible for the 4th amount of total posts about 
Trump.

○ There was an increase in all metrics when looking at influencers from Russian Media 
Outlets compared to the previous 30 days.

○ Sputnik and RT News are the biggest Russian media outlets, together controlling half 
of all engagement and reach when mentioning President Trump.

○ The top themes include Trump, Donald, and Biden, with all being negative sentiment.

○ The number of mentions increased by 24% and the net sentiment increased by 10%. 
However, the net sentiment is still -52%.

○ Top engaged negative sentiment post was from the arabic version of RT.com. The most 
engagement came from Alexa pageviews.


